
International Stadia Group leads the way in Information Security for Stadia projects      

worldwide.  ISG is a leading company in the planning, delivery and financing of strategies 

that optimise revenues and create world-class experiences at new stadium projects.  As a 

result of managing confidential data on behalf of clients, information security controls are 

of paramount importance to the business. This was the main driver for ISG to implement a 

robust Information Security Management System (ISMS), and ultimately achieve certification 

to ISO 27001. 

 

Stadium seat sales and revenue maximisation... 

ISG is the market leader in forecasting and maximising revenue from seating in stadia and 

arenas, and enhancing the spectator experience. ISG's uniquely experienced senior        

executive team has been responsible for generating more than $2 billion in revenues       

executing and/or managing the sales and marketing of stadium seats at more than 15   

projects. Revenue forecasts have been exceeded in every case. 

  

Recognising a need to protect client data... 

Information is an asset.  As such, it is in ISG’s interest to protect these assets and  recognise 

that there is a need to introduce Information Security policies, controls and procedures.  

Although the information security controls that were currently in place were good, ISG     

decided to raise the bar and aim to be the first in their field to benchmark their services 

against ISO 27001.  

 

Choosing the right consultant... 

ISG searched the marketplace for ISO 27001 consultants and opted for Blackmores. ISG’s 

Chief Financial Officer, Tim Irons commented, “An investigation of the marketplace          

revealed a number of different organisations that were prepared to help us achieve our ISO 

27001 certification. Key to making the right choice was to ensure that we would achieve an 

internationally accredited certification. A number of consultants offered system design and 

certification combined, but these were not properly affiliated certification bodies. It was 

also important that the systems and processes implemented were designed specifically to 

our needs rather than simply an off the shelf set of policies. Blackmores worked with us to 

design and implement a solution custom-made to our business which enabled a third party,    

internationally accredited certification body to perform an external audit before awarding 

certification.”                                                                                                     

 

Taking the plunge - The implementation process... 

As busy professionals working on stadia projects, to save time and resources ISG worked in 

collaboration with Blackmores to simplify and ease the process of implementing ISO 27001. 

To start the ISO 27001 project, Mel Blackmore, Managing Director of Blackmores in            

collaboration with ISG’s Chief Financial Officer, Tim Irons conducted a Gap Analysis to     

establish ISG’s existing evidence of conformity and also to identify any weaknesses, which 

helped to deduce opportunities for improvement.  The next stage was to identify ISG’s    

assets, this included tangible assets i.e. hardware, offices and also intangible assets such as 

reputation and services.  
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The threats and risks associated with these assets were analysed by the specifically formed 

ISG Information Security Team (IST), enabling the IST to evaluate the existing controls that 

were in place.  ISG were then in a position to fully understand risk management across the 

organisation as each asset type was assigned a risk rating. By understanding the                  

organisation’s risk profile ISG could then start addressing any perceived high risk areas.  

  

Information security is everyone’s responsibility... 

Once the Information Security Management System (ISMS) had been approved by Senior 

Management, the next stage was to communicate the ISMS to the employees by providing 

training.  The final stage was to then ensure that the ISMS was effective though conducting 

Internal Audits.  Although Internal Audits are a mandatory requirement of ISO standards, 

many organisations view the prospect of audits daunting, however Blackmores’ approach 

enables employees to share suggestions on ‘Best Practice’. 

At this stage in the project, ISG were confident that the ISMS was fully compliant to ISO 27001 

and Blackmores helped to arrange the assessment, to ensure that the final part of the journey 

went smoothly.  The assessment was completed by an independent UKAS accredited        

certification body and proved to be a great success. As a result, ISG were proud to declare 

that their organisation was certified to ISO 27001.  

 
Capitalizing on ISG’s credentials... 

ISG continue to champion 

“Best practice” in their field. 

Further to the implementa-

tion and certification to ISO 

27001, ISG has secured a 

major long term contract 

with Atletico de Madrid, one 

of the World’s largest      

football clubs. With the ISO 

27001 certification ISG can 

now demonstrate to current 

and potential clients the im-

portance that ISG place on 

the security of information.   

Tim Irons commented “ISG and in particular through our research division Comperio            

Research, are keen to capitalise on this certification to set us apart from other companies 

who cannot demonstrate such a robust internal control system to ensure security of client  

data. I am very pleased to have chosen Blackmores to help us implement and document 

these systems. Mel’s clear and extensive process used to identify assets and risks followed by 

the documentation and mitigation of them was a very systematic approach which then    

allowed us together with Mel’s guidance, to determine our own policies and procedures. 
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If you are interested in implementing an Information Security Management System, or would like further information 

please contact Blackmores on +44 (0)1462 476145 or Email enquiries@blackmoresuk.com 
 

Further information can also be found on www.blackmoresuk.com 


